Polyphasic rise of chlorophyll a fluorescence in herbicide-resistant D1 mutants of Chlamydomonas reinardtii.
Chlorophyll (Chl) a fluorescence transient, a sensitive and non-invasive probe of the kinetics and heterogeneity of the filling up of the electron acceptor pool of Photosystem II (PS II), was used to characterize D1-mutants of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. Using a shutter-less system (Plant Efficiency Analyzer, Hansatech, UK), which provides the first measured data point at 10 μs and allows data accumulation over several orders of magnitude of time, we have characterized, for the first time, complete Chl a fluorescence transients of wild type (WT), cell wall less (CW-15) C. reinhardtii and several herbicide-resistant mutants of the D1 proteins: D1-V219I The mutants are labeled as follows: the single letter code for the wild type amino acid, followed by the residue number, then the code for the mutated amino acid. A251V, F255Y, S264A G256D and L275F. In all cases, the Chl a fluorescence induction transients follow a pattern of O-J-I-P where J and I appear as two steps between the minimum Fo (O) and the maximum Fmax (Fm, P) levels. The differences among the mutants are in the kinetics of the filling up of the electron acceptor pool of PS II (this paper) in addition to those in the re-oxidation kinetics of QA (-) to QA, published elsewhere (Govindjee et al. (1992) Biochim Biophys. Acta: 1101: 353-358; Strasser et al. (1992) Archs. Sci. Genève 42: 207-224) and not in the ratio of the maximal fluorescence Fm to the initial fluorescence Fo. The value of this experimental ratio is Fm/Fo = 4.4±0.21 independent of the mutation. At 600 W m(-2) of 650 nm excitation, distinct hierarchy in the fraction of variable Chl a fluorescence at the J level is observed: S264A > A251V ∼ G256A > L275F ∼ V219I > F255Y ∼ CW-15 ∼ WT. At 300 and 60 W m(-2) excitation, a somewhat similar hierarchy among the mutants was observed for the intermediate levels J and I. Addition of bicarbonate-reversible inhibitor formate did not change the O to J phases, slowed the I to P rise, and in many cases, slowed the decay of fluorescence beyond the P level. These observations are interpreted in terms of formate effect being on the acceptor rather than on the donor side (S-states) of PS II. The formate effect was different in different mutants, with L275F being the most insensitive mutant followed by others (V219I, F255Y, WT, A251V and S264A). Further, in the presence of high concentrations of DCMU, identical transients were observed for all the mutants and the WT.The quantum yield of photochemistry of PS II, calculated from 1-(Fo/Fm), is in the range of 0.73 to 0.82 for the WT as well as for the mutants examined. Thus, in contrast to differences in the kinetics of the electron acceptor side of PS II, there were no significant differences in the maximum quantum yield of PS II, among the mutants tested. We suggest that earlier photochemistry yield values were much lower (0.4-0.6) than those reported here due to either higher measured values of Fo by instruments using camera shutters, or due to the use of cells grown in less than-optimal conditions.